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ABSTRACT: We are interested in developing elastin-mimetic hybrid polymers (EMHPs) that capture the
multiblock molecular architecture of tropoelastin as well as the remarkable elasticity of mature elastin. In this
study, multiblock EMHPs containing flexible synthetic segments based on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) alternating
with alanine-rich, lysine-containing peptides were synthesized by step-growth polymerization using R,ω-azidoPEG and alkyne-terminated AKA3KA (K ) lysine, A ) alanine) peptide, employing orthogonal click chemistry.
The resulting EMHPs contain an estimated three to five repeats of PEG and AKA3KA and have an average
molecular weight of 34 kDa. While the peptide alone exhibited R-helical structures at high pH, the fractional
helicity for EMHPs was reduced. Covalent cross-linking of EMHPs with hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI)
through the lysine residue in the peptide domain afforded an elastomeric hydrogel (xEMHP) with a compressive
modulus of 0.12 MPa when hydrated. The mechanical properties of xEMHP are comparable to a commercial
polyurethane elastomer (Tecoflex SG80A) under the same conditions. In vitro toxicity studies showed that while
the soluble EMHPs inhibited the growth of primary porcine vocal fold fibroblasts (PVFFs) at concentrations
g0.2 mg/mL, the cross-linked hybrid elastomers did not leach out any toxic reagents and allowed PVFFs to
grow and proliferate normally. The hybrid and modular approach provides a new strategy for developing elastomeric
scaffolds for tissue engineering.

Introduction
Accumulated knowledge in cell biology provides new inspirations for designing biomimetic materials for tissue engineering.
A close examination of mechanically active tissues (e.g., vocal
folds, bladder, lungs, cardiac tissue, and blood vessels)1,2
indicates the presence of a relatively high concentration of
elastin. A network of elastic fibers gives the tissue the required
strength, flexibility, and resilience so that it can reversibly recoil
after transient stretch up to 200%.3 Recent studies suggest that
the cellular functions can be modulated by the stiffness of their
substrates.4 Synthetic scaffolds that possess appropriate elasticity
are required in order to effectively transmit the mechanical
forces to the encapsulated cells.5 However, traditional polymeric
scaffolds exhibit inferior mechanical properties, tending to fail
catastrophically at high strain and/or demonstrating insufficient
ability to recover from mechanical deformation. As a result,
the development of biodegradable elastomers has been the focus
of many recent studies.6,7
Tropoelastin, the soluble precursor of mature elastin, is
synthesized by cells as a ∼72 kDa protein8 with an alternating
molecular architecture containing highly flexible segments rich
in nonpolar amino acids and alanine-rich, lysine-containing
peptides which form cross-links between adjacent molecules
via the action of lysyl oxidase in the extracellular matrix
(ECM).9 The multiblock, alternating structure not only fosters
the hydrophobic aggregation but also synergistically aligns the
lysine residues for subsequent covalent stabilization.10 The
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tional entropy of the polypeptide chains (rubber elasticity11 and
β-spiral12 theories) and the change in solvent (water) entropy
resulting from the hydrophobic interaction between the polypeptide side chains and the water molecules.13 Consistent with the
functions of the two types of domains, in the subsequent
discussions, the nonpolar peptide sequences are referred to as
the “entropic” segments, while the lysine-containing peptides
are referred to as the “cross-linking” domains.
Despite these useful properties, native elastin is rarely used
as a tissue engineering scaffold, and when it is used, only poorly
defined preparations have been employed. Major challenges to
the use of native elastin result from its substantial insolubility,14
which necessitates multistep purification15 or high-temperature
hydrolysis that may lead to undesirable structural alteration.16
In addition, elastin isolated from natural tissues suffers from
batch-to-batch variation and potential of disease transmission.17
Accordingly, there has been much recent work focusing on
synthesizing elastin-like polypeptides (ELPs) that mimic the
inherent assembly and elastomeric properties of native elastin.
SPPS has been used to produce short elastin-like peptide
sequences containing VPGVG peptide repeats that exhibit
similar aggregation properties as elastin.18-20 High molecular
weight ELPs with diblock, triblock, and multiblock structures
and intriguing material properties and biological responses have
been produced by recombinant DNA technology.21-23 Although
variations exist in terms of their compositions and polymer
architectures, these materials are based purely on amino acids,
limiting the tunability of their overall material properties.
Synthetic polymers, on the other hand, can be easily synthesized
in large quantities with varying chemical compositions, controlled molecular weights, molecular architectures, and microscopic morphologies.24 Thus, strategies that combine peptideand synthetic polymer-based approaches would offer significant
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Scheme 1. Schematic Representation of the Synthesis and
Covalent Cross-Linking of Elastin-Mimetic Hybrid Polymer

advantages in the design of modular materials that permit the
tuning of elastic and biological behavior.25-28
Our strategy of producing multiblock EMHPs involves
replacing the dynamic, entropic peptide segments with appropriate synthetic polymer chains while retaining the structural
component of the cross-linking domains of the natural elastin
(Scheme 1). In a proof-of-concept demonstration described here,
PEG was employed as the synthetic building block due to its
inherent biocompatibility,29 water solubility, and simplicity in
its chemical composition. Moreover, PEG not only exhibits
distinct chain flexibility30 as compared to other synthetic
polymers, it is also capable of associating with water molecules.
In fact, molecular dynamics simulations31 suggest that water
dramatically affects the elastic properties of PEG through its
dynamic hydrogen bonding with the PEG main chain. Thus,
the physical properties of PEG are reminiscent of the entropic
segments of tropoelastin. On the other hand, alanine-rich, lysinecontaining peptide sequences with a repeating unit of AKA3KA,
found in the cross-linking regions of native elastin,32,33 were
introduced for cross-linking and potential assembly purposes.
We describe herein our initial efforts in synthesizing
elastin-mimetic hybrid polymers (EMHPs) consisting of flexible synthetic segments based on poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
alternating with AKA3KA peptides that have the potential to
organize into defined structures. Nucleophilic substitution of
mesylated hydroxyls of PEG with sodium azide gave rise to
azide-functionalized, telechelic PEG (N3-PEG-N3). Separately,
standard 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-based solid phase
peptide synthesis (SPPS) protocols were applied to prepare
AKA3KA peptide containing alkyne groups at both C- and
N-termini. Step growth polymerization of the functionalized
PEG and peptide using copper-catalyzed 1,3-Huisgen cycloaddition afforded EMHPs with alternating structure and high
molecular weight. Covalent cross-linking of EMHPs with
hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI) afforded an elastomeric
gel (xEMHP) that absorbed a large amount of water. The
hydrated xEMHP was soft and compressible, exhibiting a
compression modulus similar to that of a commercial polyurethane elastomer. Primary porcine vocal fold fibroblasts (PVFFs)
were able to proliferate and adopt normal cell morphology
without any detectable cell death when cultured in the presence
of xEMHP in an indirect contact mode.
Experimental Methods72
Materials. All chemicals were used as received unless otherwise
noted. Water was deionized and filtered through a NANOpure
Diamond water purification system (Barnstead).
Characterization. 1H NMR spectra were recorded in either D2O
or CDCl3 on a Bruker AV400 NMR spectrometer under standard
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quantitative conditions and were analyzed with Bruker Topspin
software. All chemical shift values were calibrated using the solvent
peak (from proton impurities, 4.8 ppm for D2O, 7.24 ppm for
CDCl3). FT-IR spectra of PEG and EMHPs were obtained with a
Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer and analyzed with OPUS software.
Films were deposited on NaCl plates from methylene chloride
solutions. Spectra were taken at a resolution of 4 cm-1 from 550
to 4000 cm-1, and an average of 256 scans was reported. A
background of the atmosphere was subtracted from all sample
spectra. FT-IR spectra of the peptide were obtained with a Thermo
Nicolet Nexus 670 spectrometer equipped with a DuraSamplIR II
ATR accessory (SensIR Technologies) and analyzed with OMNIC
software. The solid peptide was deposited on the silicon ATR crystal
and gently pressed down for the duration of the measurement.
Spectra were taken at a resolution of 4 cm-1 from 550 to 4000
cm-1, and an average of 128 scans was reported. A background of
the clean silicon crystal was subtracted from all sample spectra.
Polymer molecular weights were determined by size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) and sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), and SEC was conducted on a
system comprised of a Waters 515 HPLC pump, two Waters
Ultrahydrogel (7.8 × 300 mm) columns in series, a Waters 2414
refractive index detector, and a Waters 2996 photodiode array
detector. The mobile phase was Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered
saline (PBS). All samples (ca. 1-3 mg/mL) were run at a flow
rate of 1 mL/min. Data were collected and analyzed with Waters
Empower software. Molecular weight calibration was based on
protein standards (trypsinogen and catalase (Sigma-Aldrich) and
alkyne-functionalized peptide starting materials). SDS-PAGE analyses were carried out following standard procedures34 with Coomassie blue staining. High concentrations of PEG-peptide multiblock samples were required in order for them to be clearly
visualized by Coomassie blue staining. For ESI-MS analyses,
samples were dissolved in methanol at a concentration of ca. 0.1
mg/mL (with a few drops of water added for solubility, if necessary)
and analyzed in positive ion mode on a Thermo Finnegan LCQ
Advantage mass spectrometer with Surveyor MS pump. Circular
dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded on a J-810 spectropolarimeter
with Spectra Manager software in a 1 mm or 10 mm path length
quartz cuvette. Background scans of buffers (PBS) were recorded
and subtracted from the sample scans automatically using the
software. Samples were prepared at a concentration of 50 µM, and
the pH was adjusted using a NaOH solution. The temperature was
held constant at 20 °C, and data were recorded from 190 to 260
nm. Three scans were recorded for each sample, and the average
of the scans was reported. The molar ellipticity, [θ]MRW (deg cm2
dmol-1), was calculated using the molecular weight of the peptide
and cell path length.35
End-Group Modification of PEG.36,37 The hydroxyl end groups
of PEG were converted to azide groups (N3-PEG-N3) via the
mesylateintermediate(CH3SO2O-PEG-OSO2CH3 orMsO-PEG-OMs).
MsO-PEG-OMs. PEG (Acros) (Mn ) 1450 g/mol, 2.00 g, 2.76
mmol of OH) was dissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane (20 mL)
containing triethylamine (Aldrich) (1.92 mL, 13.8 mmol). The flask
was cooled to 0 °C in an ice bath, and 1.07 mL (13.8 mmol) of
methanesulfonyl chloride (Acros) was added dropwise over 10 min
under nitrogen. The mixture was stirred under nitrogen in the ice
bath for about 1 h and then at room temperature for an additional
3.5 h. After the reaction, the mixture was washed twice with
saturated sodium bicarbonate solution. The organic layer was
collected, dried over magnesium sulfate, and precipitated twice into
cold diethyl ether to obtain a pale yellow solid. Yield: 93%. 1H
NMR (D2O) δ (ppm): 4.48 (4H, m, CH2OMs), 3.87 (4H, m,
CH2CH2OMs), 3.65-3.75 (128H, m, CH2CH2O), 3.25 (6H, s,
CH3SO2O).
N3-PEG-N3. MsO-PEG-OMs was dissolved in anhydrous DMF
(Aldrich) and sodium azide (Acros) (1.1 equiv, based on the OMs
end groups) was introduced. The mixture was stirred under nitrogen
at 40 °C for 48 h. The product was precipitated two times in cold
diethyl ether, with redissolution in dichloromethane after each
precipitation. The solid precipitate was collected by vacuum
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Scheme 2. Synthesis of r,ω-Azido-PEG

filtration and dried in a vacuum oven. Yield: 70%. 1H NMR (D2O)
δ (ppm): 3.65-3.75 (120H, m, CH2CH2O), 3.50 (4H, m, CH2N3).
Synthesis of KA3K Peptide. Fmoc SPPS was conducted with
an automated peptide synthesizer (PS3, Protein Technologies Inc.)
on a Rink amide MBHA resin (Novabiochem). The sequence of
the peptide used in the PEG-peptide multiblock synthesis reported
here was X(AKA3KA)2X, where A ) Fmoc-L-alanine, K ) FmocL-lysine (Boc) (Protein Technologies Inc.), and X ) Fmoc-Lpropargylglycine (Anaspec). The N-terminus was acetylated by
capping with acetic anhydride. After the synthesis was complete,
the peptide was simultaneously cleaved and deprotected by stirring
in a mixture of 9.5 mL/0.25 mL/0.25 mL trifluoroacetic acid/water/
triisopropylsilane for 6-8 h at room temperature. The solution was
precipitated twice into cold diethyl ether, and the solid precipitate
was collected by centrifugation at 4000 rpm. The pellet was then
dissolved in water, frozen at -80 °C, and lyophilized. The peptide
was isolated as a fluffy, white solid. The mass of the peptide was
confirmed via ESI mass spectrometry (m/z) 1473.4 [(M + H)+,
calculated 1473.0], 737.1 [(M + H)2+, calculated 737.0], 491.9 [(M
+ H)3+, calculated 492]. Yield: 59%. 1H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm):
4.25-4.50 (m, 16H, NH-CH-CO), 3.02 (m, 8H, CH2NH2), 2.62
(m, 4H, CH2CtCH), 2.35 (m, 2H, CH2CtCH), 2.0 (m, 2H,
CHCH2CH2CH2CH2NH2), 1.55-1.81 (m, 16H, CHCH2CH2CH2CH2NH2), 1.22-1.50 (m, 30H, CHCH3).
Synthesis of Multiblock Hybrid Copolymers (EMHPs).
Ligand Synthesis. The ligand for click chemistry, tris(benzyltriazolylmethyl)amine (TBTA), was synthesized and purified based on
a previously reported method.38 Yield: 64%. 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ
(ppm): 8.25 (s, 3H, triazole), 7.20-7.40 (m, 15H, Ph), 5.50 (s, 6H,
CH2Ph), 4.21 (s, 6H, NCH2).
EMHPs by Step Growth, Click Coupling. N3-PEG-N3 and the
peptide X(AKA3KA)2X were dissolved in a mixture of 300 µL of
water and 300 µL of DMF to form a solution with an initial
concentration of 0.05 M azide and 0.05 M alkyne. CuSO4 · 5H2O
(0.1 equiv), sodium ascorbate (0.5 equiv), and TBTA (0.1 equiv)
were added to the solution. The temperature was increased to 80
°C, and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 24 h. The azideand alkyne-functionalized prepolymers (0.03 mmol each) were again
added to the reaction flask along with ∼600 µL of water, and the
reaction was continued for another 24 h. At the end of the reaction,
a brown insoluble byproduct was observed on the sides of the flask.
The solid was removed by vacuum filtration, and the yellow filtrate
was collected, diluted with water, and purified by dialysis against
water in a Spectra/Por Biotech MWCO 2000 cellulose ester
membrane (Spectrum Laboratories) for 3 days, frozen at -80 °C,
and lyophilized to obtain a fluffy, pale yellow solid. Yield: 50%.
1
H NMR (D2O) δ (ppm): 7.9 (s, 1 H, triazole CdCH), 4.20-4.40
(m, 8H, NH-CH-CO), 3.60-3.80 (m, 104H, OCH2CH2), 3.52
(m, 2H, OCH2CH2-triazole), 3.15-3.40 (m, 3H, NH2), 3.05 (m,
4H, CH2NH2), 2.04 (m, 2H, CH2CtCH), 1.65-2.0 (m, 8H,
CH2CH2CH2CH2NH2, CH2CH2CH2CH2NH2), 1.35-1.70 (m, 23H,
CHCH2CH2CH2CH2NH2, CHCH3).
Covalent Cross-Linking of EMHPs (xEMHPs). EMHP was
dissolved in DMSO at a concentration of 100 mg/mL. HMDI
(Fluka) was added at a molar ratio of 10:1 isocyanate:lysine
functional groups. The solution was vortexed and pipetted to 10 ×
10 × 1.5 mm3 wells in a PTFE mold. The wells were covered with
a PTFE lid, and the mixture was allowed to cross-link overnight at
room temperature. The cross-linked product (xEMHP) was dried
by heating to ∼80 °C for ∼2 h and thoroughly rinsed with acetone/
water. The final product was stored in water at 4 °C before use.
Water Uptake. xEMHPs (six repeats) prepared as described
above were dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 40 °C. After the
dry weights were measured, samples were immersed in water for
24 and 48 h at room temperature. The wet weights were measured

after blotting the excess water. The swelling ratio was calculated
as the wet weight divided by the dry weight.
Mechanical Analysis. Mechanical analysis was conducted on a
dynamic mechanical analyzer (RSA III instrument, TA Instruments)
using a parallel plate geometry that measures the deformation as a
function of an applied force. The compression rate was maintained
at 0.05 mm/s. Samples were prepared in PTFE molds and cut into
cylindrical shape (height ≈ 1.5 mm, diameter ) 5 mm) for the
test. Both dry and hydrated xEMHPs, along with a Tecoflex SG80A
(Noveon), were tested under the same conditions. The modulus was
calculated using the initial linear portion of the stress-strain curve.
Five cyclic loading and unloading tests were carried out on each
sample, with 1 min recovery time between consecutive cycles.
Cytotoxicity Tests. MTT Assay. Primary porcine vocal fold
fibroblasts (PVFFs) were isolated from 2-3 year old pigs using
collagenase disaggregation39 and were cultured in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Confluent cells
(passage 8) were trypsinized and seeded into 24-well plates at a
density of 50 000 cells/well in 1 mL of culture medium. The sterilefiltered (0.2 µm) polymer solutions (N3-PEG-N3, X(AKA3KA)2X,
and EMHPs) were added to each well so that their final concentrations were in the range of 0.002-2.0 mg/mL (five repeats for each
sample). The relative toxicity of these polymers was assessed with
an MTT cell proliferation assay kit (ATCC) after 3 days of culture
without changing the medium.17 The absorbance was measured at
550 nm with a plate reader (PerkinElmer Universal Microplate
Analyzer). Cells cultured under the same conditions in a pure
medium were used as the control, and the results were expressed
as the measured absorbance normalized to the absorbance of the
control sample. Statistical analysis was performed using a twotailed Student’s t test with a p value of 0.05 for statistical
significance. All values are reported as the mean ( standard
deviation of the mean.
LiVe/Dead Assay. Live/dead assay was used to evaluate the
toxicity of xEMHPs in an indirect contact mode. Thin sheets of
xEMHPs (dry weight 4.8 mg, thickness ∼0.7 mm, three repeats)
were sterilized by UV irradiation (254 nm, ∼10 min) before being
loaded into the Millicell cell culture inserts (Millipore). The inserts
containing xEMHPs were subsequently submerged in DMEM
without direct contact with the underlying cells that had been
preincubated for 6 h. PVFFs cultured under the same condition in
the absence of xEMHPs were used as the control. After 3 days of
culture, xEMHPs were removed from the well, and the cells were
rinsed with PBS before being stained with Syto 13 (Molecular
Probes, 1:1000 in PBS) and propidium iodide (Molecular Probes,
1:2000 in PBS). The stained cells were visualized using a confocal
microscope (Axiovert LSM 510 with Zeiss LSM image examiner).

Results and Discussion
Synthesis and Chemical Analysis of EMHPs. We employed
copper(I)-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) as
a strategy for the production of multiblock architectures using
telechelic azido-functionalized PEG and alkyne-derivatized
peptide as the prepolymers. This reaction is known as one type
of click chemistry and has been reported as an efficient reaction
with tolerance to a wide variety of functional groups, few side
reactions, and high reaction rates and efficiency in water as well
as many organic solvents.24,40 The hydroxyl end groups of linear
PEG were converted to mesylate groups using mesyl chloride
and subsequently to azide groups using sodium azide (Scheme
2). The conversion of hydroxyls to mesylate end groups was
confirmed by the appearance of CH2OMs and CH2CH2OMs
peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum at 4.5 and 3.85 ppm, respectively
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Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra of HO-PEG-OH (left), MsO-PEG-OMs (middle), and N3-PEG-N3 (right).
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of EMHP by Step-Growth Polymerization Using Azide-Functional PEG and Alkyne-Terminated Peptide

(Figure 1). A 96% mesylate functionality was calculated from
the ratio of the CH2OMs peak to the CH2CH2O repeat unit.
The conversion of the mesylate to the azide end groups was
confirmed by the disappearance of the CH2OMs, CH2CH2OMs,
and OSO2CH3 peaks and the appearance of the CH2N3 peak at
3.55 ppm. Near 100% conversion from mesylate to azide was
achieved. The overall end-group conversion was at least 96%,
necessary for achieving high molecular weight products by the
subsequent step-growth polymerization reactions.41 PEG is not
expected to degrade under the experimental conditions employed
for end-group modification.
Alanine-rich, lysine-containing peptides with the sequence
X(AKA3KA)2X, which mimics the hydrophilic/cross-linking
domains of native elastin, were produced by standard Fmocbased SPPS. The incorporation of terminal L-propargylglycine
permitted the integration of the peptide into PEG-peptide
multiblock copolymers via CuAAC. The peptide was analyzed
by ESI-MS analysis (Figure S1, Supporting Information), and
the measured molecular weight was in agreement with the
calculated value of 1472 g/mol.
Hybrid multiblock copolymers with alternating PEG and
peptide blocks were formed via step-growth polymerization by
click coupling between the azide end groups of PEG with the
alkyne end groups of the peptide (Scheme 3). These reactions
were conducted in a water/DMF mixture with CuSO4 as the
catalyst and sodium ascorbate as the reducing agent to generate
copper(I) in situ. Stoichiometry for the complementary functional groups was maintained throughout the reaction. The
mixture was heated to 80 °C to accelerate the reaction rate, and
TBTA was used to stabilize the copper catalyst and to increase
the polymerization rate. TBTA has been shown to be an efficient
ligand due to the presence of both tertiary amine and 1,2,3triazole functionalities that work in concert to increase the
reaction rate.38 At the end of the polymerization, brown
precipitates were observed. The byproducts were insoluble in
common solvents such as DMF, DMSO, acetone, and water
and are believed to be insoluble polymer aggregates resulting

from copper coordinating to the triazole rings in the polymer
products.42 The soluble fraction was isolated and purified for
further chemical analyses and covalent cross-linking. Control
experiments were conducted where peptide alone, dissolved in
H2O/DMF (50/50), was heated at 80 °C for 24 h. SEC traces
(data not shown) for peptide before and after heating showed
no significant difference in terms of the elution time and the
peak shape, suggesting the absence of peptide degradation during
polymerization.
The formation of the multiblock product was confirmed
collectively by 1H NMR, FT-IR, SEC, and SDS-PAGE. The
1
H NMR spectrum of the EMHP is shown in Figure 2, where
the ratio of the PEG, peptide, and the triazole linker per repeating
unit in the multiblock copolymer was calculated as approximately 0.79:0.5:1 by comparing the integrations of the
peaks at 3.7 ppm (PEG repeat unit), 3.0 ppm (lysine side chain
CH2NH2), and 7.9 ppm (the triazole CH), labeled as B, C, and
A in Figure 2, divided by the respective number of protons.
The FT-IR spectra of the alkyne-terminated peptide and the
telechelic azido-PEG as well as the resulting EMHP are shown
in Figure 3. The alkyne-terminated peptide exhibits characteristic
N-H stretch (3280 cm-1), amide I (1657 cm-1), and amide II
(1541 cm-1) peaks. The peaks at 1133-1199 cm-1 can be
attributed to the C-N stretch of the lysine amine. The presence
of the terminal alkyne is confirmed by the -CtCH bend at
655 cm-1 although the ≡C-H stretch may have overlapped
with the N-H stretch at 3280 cm-1. Telechelic azido-PEG
shows distinct stretching bands at 2871 cm-1 (CH2), 1112 cm-1
(C-O-C), and 840 cm-1 (C-C) that are characteristic of the
PEG backbone. The strong band at 2094 cm-1 is indicative of
the azide end groups in the starting PEG.43 The intensity of the
azide peak decreased significantly in the spectrum for EMHPs.
The additional peptide- and PEG-specific peaks are clearly
visible in the spectrum for the EMHP, indicating the success
of the coupling reaction. The characteristic triazole unsaturation
(CdN stretching, 1380-1650 cm-1) could not be readily
distinguished due to its overlapping with the amide bond.44,45
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Figure 2. 1H NMR spectrum of EMHP. Peak A (7.9 ppm) ) triazole CH, B (3.7 ppm) ) CH2CH2O, and C (3.0 ppm) ) CH2NH2.

Figure 3. FT-IR spectra of X(AKA3KA)2X peptide (top), N3-PEG-N3 (middle), and EMHP (bottom).

The change in molecular weight from the starting materials
to the hybrid product was monitored by SEC and SDS-PAGE.
SEC was run in PBS (pH ) 7.4), and the traces shown in Figure
4 were collected using a UV detector at a wavelength of 214
nm. The starting PEG could not be detected due to the lack of
a chromophore. The peptide appeared as a sharp peak at 18.9
min, while the multiblock copolymer showed a broad peak
centered at a shorter elution time of ∼16 min. A rough
estimation using protein standards gave an Mw of 34 kg/mol
for EMHP, with a polydispersity index of 4.3. Interestingly,
although PEG and the peptide had comparable molecular
weights (1450 g/mol for PEG and 1472 g/mol for peptide), their
elution profiles were significantly different as indicated by their
SEC traces using a refractive index detector (Figure S2,
Supporting Information). While the peptide eluted at 18.9 min,

the peak for PEG was centered at 17.7 min. Thus, PEG exhibited
a higher “apparent” molecular weight than the peptide, suggesting the potential differences in their mobility and/or
hydrodynamic volume in the mobile phase. It is also possible
that the peptide interacts with the column packing material,
delaying the elution time. The hybrid copolymer containing
equal amounts of peptide and PEG is anticipated to elute at a
later time (thus a lower apparent molecular weight) with a
broader molecular weight distribution as compared to a linear,
PEG-based polymer with similar molecular weight. Thus, the
broad molecular weight distribution observed for the multiblock
hybrid copolymers could be attributed to the different chemical
and physical identities of the constituents in the multiblock
copolymers.
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Figure 4. SEC analyses of the peptide and EMHP. Mobile phase: PBS,
pH ) 7.4. Detector: photodiode array (PDA) at 214 nm.

Figure 5. SDS-PAGE of the peptide and PEG prepolymers as well as
the multiblock copolymer: lane I, protein molecular weight ladder; lane
2, X(AKA3KA)2X; lane 3, a mixture of X(AKA3KA)2X and N3-PEGN3; lane 4, multiblock hybrid polymer.

A broad molecular weight distribution is also expected from
the step-growth polymerization due to the presence of polymerizing species of varying sizes. A theoretical polydispersity index
(PDI) of 2 can be reached only at 100% conversion.41 Matyjaszewski and co-workers reported46 the step-growth click
coupling between an azido-terminated polystyrene (Mn ) 2020
g/mol) and propargyl ether. After 40 h of reaction, a polymer
with a Mn of 16 700 g/mol and a PDI of 3.34 was obtained.
Using a different chemistry, Guan and co-workers47 reported
the synthesis of novel alternating saccharide-peptide hybrid
copolymers for gene delivery. The polymers were produced via
interfacial condensation polymerization between the amine from
the oligolysines and the acid chloride derived from the protected
monosaccharide. When the number of lysine residues in the
starting oligomer increased from 2 to 4, the polydispersity of
the resulting hybrid copolymers increased from 1.86 to 3.63.
Larger monomers are likely to exhibit a reduced molecular
dynamics and less efficient collisions with their partners, leading
to slower polymerization and a broader molecular weight
distribution. Our SEC results were not surprising considering
the nature of the condensation polymerization, the relatively
large size of the prepolymers, the possibility of competing side
reactions, and the hybrid nature of the copolymer.
The SDS-PAGE results shown in Figure 5 agree with the
SEC analyses. The alkyne-functionalized peptide appeared as
a single band with an apparent molecular weight lower than 6
kDa as assessed by the protein standards (lane 2). When a
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physical mixture of the peptide and PEG diazide starting
materials was run on the gel, a single band appeared at the same
location (lane 3); the PEG is not stained by Coomassie blue
and thus does not appear in the SDS-PAGE gel. The fact that
the peptide alone and the peptide/PEG mixture appeared at the
same location indicates that PEG did not interact with the
peptide, nor did it carry the peptide along the gel when they
were physically mixed. A clear shift to high molecular weight
after the polymerization (lane 4) confirms the presence of
covalent linkages between the peptide and PEG. Polymeric
species with an apparent molecular weight of 20-40 kDa exhibit
more intense staining than those with lower molecular weight,
confirming the presence of a large population of polymers with
such molecular weight in the product. The broad smear seen in
the band for the hybrid copolymer is typical for protein/synthetic
polymer bioconjugates as synthetic polymers usually exhibit a
broader molecular weight distribution, even for well-defined
polymers generated by living polymerization procedures.48,49
In SDS-PAGE, proteins are unfolded and rendered negatively
charged via their interaction with the surfactant.50 In our case,
SDS likely binds more strongly to the peptide due to the
presence of both lysine and hydrophobic alanine residues, while
its interaction with PEG may be limited because of PEG’s
hydrophilicity and lack of charge. Therefore, the mobility of
PEG along the gel is likely to be significantly lower than that
of the peptide, this heterogeneity further contributing to the
breadth of the smear. The 1H NMR and FT-IR spectra combined
with SEC and SDS-PAGE analyses provided convincing
evidence for the formation of hybrid copolymers containing
approximately 3-5 PEG blocks in alternation with equal
numbers of peptide in the backbone.
Structure Analyses of Peptide and EMHP. The secondary
structures of the alkyne-functional peptide and EMHP were
monitored by circular dichroic (CD) spectroscopy at various
pH conditions (Figure 6). The positive charge of the lysine
residues at pHs 7.4 and 10 causes the peptides to adopt a
predominantly random coil conformation at room temperature,
as evidenced by a single minimum at 198 nm in the spectra.
The emergence of minima at 222 and 208 nm at pH 11.9
confirmed the increased helicity of the peptides under this
condition. As the solution pH increased, there was a gradual
increase in the peptide helical content (5.2% at pH ) 7.2; 6.6%
at pH ) 10, 13% at pH ) 11.9) due to the neutralization of the
lysine amine above its pKa value (10.5). The relatively low
helical content observed is expected for the short peptides under
these conditions and is in good agreement with the structures
of the cross-linking domains alone.
The cross-linking domains in tropoelastin are generally
believed to be predominantly R-helical in structure. However,
several laboratories have observed that the R-helical content of
the protein, measured by CD, is substantially less than that
expected from the primary sequence prediction, suggesting the
presence of less stable, frayed structures.33,51 Tamburro et al.
studied the conformation of the individual cross-linking domains
of human tropoelastin in both water and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol
(TFE). While these peptides mainly adopted flexible conformations such as random coil (and/or PPII helix) in water, they
adopted stable R-helical conformations in TFE. In a separate
study by Keeley and co-workers,51 ELPs derived from entropic
exons 20 and 24 flanking a single cross-linking domain based
on exons 21 and 23 were synthesized recombinantly. Approximately 15-18% R-helical content was observed when the
ELP was dissolved in water, and a 28% helicity was obtained
when the flexible “hinge” region was removed. In tropoelastin,
the organized assembly appears to require a process of hydrophobically driven, temperature-induced coacervation, creating
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Figure 6. CD spectra of KA3K peptide and EMHPs at pH 7.2 (circle),
10 (star), and 11.9 (filled circle).

a highly hydrophobic microenvironment that is conducive to
the helix formation in the cross-linking domains.
When the peptide was intercepted with PEG regularly along
the hybrid polymer backbone, the fractional helicity at pH 11.9
was significantly reduced (5.6%) although similar helical content
to that observed for the free peptide was found at lower pH
conditions (Figure 6). The reduction in helicity is not surprising
considering the hydrophilicity of PEG coupled with the covalent
linkage between the peptide and PEG building blocks that may
have introduced steric hindrance that inhibits peptide folding.
Therefore, to further mimic the assembly properties of natural
elastin, the hydrophobicity of the synthetic polymers, and the
number, sequence, and arrangement of the cross-linking domains, will be systematically varied in future studies. Dry, solid
films of the multiblock copolymer are suggested to contain
R-helical conformation as evidenced by a strong peak at 1657
cm-1 in the FT-IR spectrum (Figure 3).52
Covalent Cross-Linking of EMHPs and Mechanical Evaluations. In nature, the preassembled amine groups from the lysine
residues are cross-linked by the enzyme lysyl oxidase, which
causes oxidative deamination of the lysine residues to form
allysine (R-amino adipic δ-semialdehyde). The allysine residues
then undergo spontaneous condensation reactions with each
other or with lysine to form cross-links between tropoelastin
chains.9 In our hybrid copolymers, the lysine amines were
similarly used for cross-linking by hexamethylene diisocyanate
(HMDI). HMDI has been previously used to cross-link recom-
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Figure 7. Representative loading-unloading curves (three runs) for
dehydrated xEMHP (top) and hydrated xEMHP (bottom). Samples were
allowed to recover for 1 min after each run.

binant ELPs53 and is less toxic than glutaraldehyde, another
commonly used cross-linker for amine groups. Cross-linking
was conducted in DMSO to prevent hydrolysis of the isocyanate
groups. After cross-linking, DMSO and residual HMDI were
removed by heating and thorough washing with acetone and
water. The average swelling ratio for xEMHPs was measured
as 3.6 ( 0.2 after 24 h swelling. Prolonged incubation (48 h)
did not change the measured swelling ratio, indicating that the
xEMHP has reached equilibrium swelling after 24 h. The
hydrated xEMHPs visibly shrank and appeared more brittle after
drying.
The mechanical properties of xEMHP (dry and wet) were
analyzed by uniaxial compression testing. Dry xEMHP was
soaked in water for 24 h, and the excess water was gently
removed prior to the tests. Parallel measurements were carried
out on Tecoflex SG80A, a soft, aliphatic polyurethane widely
used as an elastomeric material for tissue engineering.54-56 The
maximum strain applied to different samples (εmax; Tecoflex SG
80A, 35%; hydrated xEMHP, 30%; dehydrated xEMHP, 19%)
was arbitrarily chosen to avoid reaching the upper transducer
limit (2000 g applied force) of the instrument. At least five
consecutive loading-unloading cycles (Figure 7; only three runs
are shown for more facile interpretation) were carried out in
order to assess the energy dissipation during cyclic compression,
with 1 min recovery time before the next cycle was initiated.
An examination of the loading curves for all three samples
showed an initial compliant behavior up to a strain of 10-15%
followed by stiffening behavior, which may be attributed to
strain hardening and/or non-Gaussian behavior of polymer
chains at high strains.57,58 The unloading paths typically show
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Figure 8. Stress-strain curves for dehydrated xEMHP (circle), hydrated
xEMHP (square), and Tecoflex SG80A (triangle).

a hysteresis loop with a residual strain. Additional recovery
occurred with time (1 min) after unloading; these behaviors are
typical for elastomers.59,60 Remarkable overlapping for the
loading-unloading curves was observed for all three types of
materials, indicating the efficient recovery after loading and the
absence of permanent deformation under our testing conditions.
Representative stress-strain curves for hydrated and dry
xEMHPs are plotted in Figure 8. The compressive modulus was
calculated by taking the slope of the stress-strain curve in the
linear region from 5-10% strain. The moduli of the dry and
hydrated xEMHPs are 0.32 ( 0.008 and 0.12 ( 0.018 MPa,
respectively. The material softens upon hydration, consistent
with results observed for natural elastin, in which the modulus
decreases with an increased amount of hydration due to the
plasticizing effect of water and increased chain dynamics.61 For
comparison purposes, the compression modulus of Tecoflex
SG80A was measured as 0.214 ( 0.025 MPa. This modulus is
comparable to that of the cross-linked EMHPs. Of note is that
Tecoflex SG80A is a hydrophobic elastomer that does not absorb
any significant amount of water, while the hydrated xEMHP
contains ∼70 wt % water and yet behaves as a compressible
elastomer. Hydrated materials with desirable mechanical properties offer greater advantages over hydrophobic scaffolds for
tissue engineering.
Gosline and co-workers62 have done extensive investigation
on the mechanical properties of elastin matrices. Using tensile
tests, they found that pig aortic elastin had an elastic modulus
of 0.81 MPa, stress at break of 1.02 MPa, strain at break of
103%, and a resilience of 77%. Using uniaxial tensile tests,
Urry18,63 evaluated the mechanical properties of elastomeric
polypentapeptides that had been prepared using recombinant
DNA technology and cross-linked by γ-irradiation. The hydrated
samples had a tensile modulus varying from 0.04 to 0.20 MPa
depending on the polypeptide sequence and the irradiation
dosage. Bellingham et al. prepared ELPs containing alternating
hydrophobic domains and hydrophilic cross-linking domains by
recombinant DNA technology.22 The resulting polypeptides
were covalently cross-linked via the lysine residues using
pyrroloquinoline quinine (PQQ) upon peptide coacervation.
Under tension, these materials had an elastic modulus of ∼0.25
MPa and could be extended to strains of ∼100% before
breaking. Repeated cycles of loading and unloading of these
materials showed consistent and efficient recovery, with a
resilience of ∼80%. Although a similar range of modulus values
was observed for xEMHP, a direct comparison of material
properties under compression and tension is not practical. Other
modes of deformations, such as shear, exist in compression
tests,64 while in tensile tests, maximum deformation leads to
catastrophic failure. On the other hand, the compressive modulus
is expected to reach infinity at high strain due to the material
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densification, which is not directly materials related. While the
area under loading-unloading curves can be used to calculate
the energy dissipation (resilience), such exercises cannot be
applied in compression.
Recently, Srokowski et al. used lysine diisocyanate (LDI)65
to cross-link genetically engineered, multiblock ELPs composed
of five hydrophobic domains flanked by four cross-linking
domains. Under unconfined compression, ELP foams had
compression moduli of 0.14 MPa at 20% strain and 0.94 MPa
at 80% strain. These values are similar to those obtained from
our xEMHP under the same compression conditions. Similar
loading-unloading curves between ELPs and xEMHPs were
also observed. However, our hybrid and modular design offers
the opportunities to finetune the material’s mechanical properties
by systematically adjusting (1) the peptide sequence and
sequence length, (2) the polymer molecular weight and architecture, (3) hydrophobicity of polymer and peptide building
blocks, and (4) interchain covalent cross-linking.
Cytotoxicity Assays. As discussed above, cells actively probe
and respond to mechanical cues in their surrounding environment, changing their adhesion structures, gene expression, and
cell locomotion. In vitro cell cytotoxicity study is the first step
in evaluating the potential of EMHPs for tissue engineering
applications. Vocal fold fibroblasts were chosen for the toxicity
studies for multiple reasons. First, the human vocal folds are
the only tissue in the human body in which vibration occurs
naturally and regularly at frequencies of 100-1000 Hz and
amplitudes of about 1 mm.66 Second, vocal fold fibroblasts
(VFFs) are the major type of cells that are responsible for
maintaining the functional condition of the extracellular compartment in the vocal fold.67 Third, elastin plays a pivotal role
in controlling the proper function of the vocal fold.68
The toxicity of N3-PEG-N3 and the alkyne-functionalized
peptide as well as the un-cross-linked multiblock copolymer
were measured by an MTT assay using primary porcine vocal
fold fibroblasts (PVFFs). The average absorbance shown in
Figure 9a was normalized to a positive control of PVFFs
cultured in unconditioned media. PEG diazide was not toxic to
cells at concentrations of 0.002-2 mg/mL. Compared to PEG
diazide, the peptide caused more cell death at all concentrations
(p < 0.05), likely due to the abundant positive charges on the
peptide69 (2 lysines every 5 alanines) and possible impurities
from the SPPS process. The peptide and the hybrid copolymer
showed similar toxicity at concentrations of 0.02 and 0.2 mg/
mL, while reduced cell growth for the latter was observed at 2
mg/mL (p < 0.05). The observed toxicity is not likely to
originate from the polymer degradation due to the stability of
the amide and triazole bonds and the nondegradable nature of
PEG. The presence of some residual copper catalyst that
remained bound to the copolymers may have caused more cell
death for EMHPs at 2 mg/mL.70 PVFFs cultured in the presence
of 2 mg/mL peptide were more viable than those cultured at
peptide concentrations of 0.2 and 0.02 mg/mL. The underlying
mechanism for such observation is not clear.
An indirect contact method was applied to test the toxicity
of xEMHP. Swollen xEMHPs were suspended above the cells
and fully immersed in the media using tissue culture inserts.
PVFFs were cultured in the presence of xEMHPs for 3 days at
37 °C. A second well with PVFFs in unmodified media was
used as a control. Figure 9b shows a representative live/dead
staining. It is clear that cells exposed to xEMHPs were highly
viable and capable of growing to confluence over the course of
the culture. They showed the same cell morphology as the
control cells, indicating that our purification procedures appear
to adequately remove any toxic reagents (e.g., cross-linker,
solvents). When PVFFs were directly seeded on top of the
swollen gels (data not shown), they did not adhere well to the
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Figure 9. Cytotoxicity evaluations of the soluble polymers and the cross-linked EMHP using primary porcine vocal fold fibroblasts (PVFFs). (a)
MTT assay of N3-PEG-N3, X(AKA3KA)2X, and EMHP at concentrations of 0.002, 0.02, 0.2, and 2 mg/mL. (b) Live/dead assay of xEMHP in an
indirect contact mode. Left: PVFFs in the presence of xEMHP. Right: control cells in the absence of xEMHP. Live cells are stained green, and dead
cells are stained red. Scale bar: 200 µm.

substrate, owing to the relative hydrophilicity of the xEMHPs
and the lack of integrin-binding motifs in these proof-of-concept
materials. Remarkably, cells in direct contact with the edges of
the swollen gels reminded highly viable, further demonstrating
the lack of toxicity of the xEMHPs. Thus, these types of
materials may be promising candidates as elastic scaffolds for
vocal fold tissue engineering.
This study represents our initial effort in synthesizing
elastin mimetic hybrid copolymers with alternating molecular
architecture. The modular nature of the design, coupled with
the chemical nature of the synthesis, should permit facile
adjustment of mechanical, morphological, and biological
properties of the resulting polymers. The relatively broad
molecular weight distribution for the EMHP indicates the
structural heterogeneity of the cross-linked product, which
may be useful if it can be controlled, as controlled heterogeneity at molecular and microscopic levels is necessary and
has been shown to enhance the overall material properties.7,71
We are currently conducting mechanistic studies in order to
elucidate the structure-function relationships between EMHP
structure and mechanical properties. Insight gained from these
studies will allow the engineering of hybrid elastomers with
controlled heterogeneity and desired materials properties.

Conclusions
Elastin-mimetic hybrid polymers (EMHPs) with an alternating multiblock structure were synthesized by step-growth
polymerization employing orthogonal click chemistry between
an R,ω-azido-PEG and alkyne-terminated KA3K peptide. The
formation of multiblock copolymers was confirmed collectively
by 1H NMR, FT-IR, SEC, and SDS-PAGE. The resulting hybrid
polymers contain PEG and peptide alternating along the polymer
backbone, with an estimated molecular weight (Mw) of 34 kg/
mol. Covalent cross-linking of EMHPs with HMDI through the
lysine residue in the peptide domain afforded an elastomeric
gel (xEMHPs) with a compressive modulus of 0.12 MPa when
hydrated. The mechanical properties of xEMHP are comparable
to a commercial polyurethane elastomer (Tecoflex SG80A)
under the same conditions. Perfectly overlapping loading/
unloading curves were obtained for xEMHP, both dry and wet,
demonstrating their ability to recover from mechanical stress.
The observed elasticity for xEMHPs was attributed to the hybrid
multiblock molecular architecture, with PEG segments providing
the chain flexibility and the peptide domains providing covalent
cross-linking ability. Although the soluble multiblock copolymers exhibited some toxicity to primary porcine vocal fold
fibroblasts (PVFFs) at concentrations g0.2 mg/mL, the crosslinked hybrid elastomer allowed PVFFs to grow and proliferate
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during 3 days of culture, suggesting that the cross-linked hybrid
polymers do not contain any toxic impurities that leach during
cell culture.
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